I wasn't happy to see that the file upload process changed the text formatting of file names in a way that changes or muddies the meaning of the text. For example, 

"J-M_at_Fameux_IMG_5541.jpg" (file name) produces

"J M At Fameux IMG 5541" (file title).

Information/meaning is lost in this rewriting. The hyphen in "J-M" is intentional; the name is hyphenated and the hyphen should not be removed. Also "IMG" should be linked to the image number with an underscore (this is from my local image naming scheme) - it loses meaning by being detached. In another case, I used the word "expensive-ish", which was changed to "Expensive Ish". This is wrong and brain-dead, or should I say Brain Dead? Which leads me to the second issue: every word becomes capitalized. This is bad style; in a title, only the beginning and important words are capitalized (in English anyway). It's not good to have the software replace proper style blindly with wrong
alternatives.
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Comments

Jonny Bradley 24 Jan 19 14:28 GMT-0000

Strange that this is the most important thing in tiki for be fixed - you can use the filename instead of the title, or you can edit the title if the automatic processing isn't to you liking, but i'll add a pref to disable it if you like?

Gary Cunningham-Lee 24 Jan 19 14:54 GMT-0000

It's far from the most important thing to fix, for sure; sorry if I got carried away with the importance rating. But it's not so good when the software changes things like file titles during an upload, requiring them to be corrected manually/individually.
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